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In the early 1990's, "DC-Art"
created the leading
enhancements tool for the
Macintosh. All of the issues
associated with cassette tape
including clicks, pops, surface
noise, and signal saturation are
covered by the Diamond Cut
Millennium software suite.
Over the last 14 years, they
have continued to enhance the
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technologies used in their
software suite. The Diamond
Cut Millennium Suite is for
those of us who love Vinyl
Records. DC-Art is now the
premier provider of audio
enhancement and restoration
tools for vinyl enthusiasts and
others who enjoy great sound.
DC-Art is the leading audio
restoration and enhancement
software company on the
Macintosh platform. Their
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award-winning products have
expanded into record
restoration, audio and MIDI
editing, and media management
applications. DC-Art offers
their software at very
competitive prices. The
Diamond Cut Millennium Suite
has long been the premier
restoration tool on Windows.
DC-Art is now offering a Mac
version of the Diamond Cut
Millennium Suite as well as a
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new Audio Production Suite.
Audio Production Suite
includes the entire Diamond
Cut suite, plus much more. It
includes an audio mastering
plug-in and professional level
mixing and mastering tools. In
addition, it includes the Audio
Enhancement Suite which
includes over 30 high-end audio
tools for guitar, bass, vocals,
drums, keyboards, and more.
We are happy to announce that
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we are now offering the Audio
Production Suite as a bundle
with DC-Art Millennium. DCArt is known for its exceptional
customer service. If you have
any problems with any of their
software products, simply
contact them directly, and they
will take care of you. You can
get the DC-Art Audio
Production Suite as a bundle or
stand alone at $395 DC-Art
Software Description: DC-Art
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is known for its exceptional
customer service. If you have
any problems with any of their
software products, simply
contact them directly, and they
will take care of you. Mellotron
Messenger - DC-Art's Audio
Production Suite includes the
following programs: Mellotron
Messenger - The latest version
of Mellotron Messenger is
available now! This is an allnew interface which simplifies
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the user's task for the following
purposes: - a user-friendly
MIDI to MP3 conversion
interface - the ability to
playback MP3 files on the Mac
- MP3s as well as JPGs can be
imported and exported into and
out of the application - iTunes
MP3/MIDI export function
allows an audio producer to
take one
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Most of the time, when I want
to change a keystroke, I end up
doing it the long and tedious
way. In this case, I have to open
up the same document over and
over again and try to find the
right button to change. That's
just ridiculous, so I created
KeyMacro. KeyMacro is a new
way to quickly change hot keys,
mouse bindings and other
keyboard shortcuts in Microsoft
Word, Excel, PowerPoint and
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other software. You can change
your shortcuts with the click of
a button or the press of a key.
KeyMacro has an easy to use
interface and works just like a
traditional keyboard shortcut.
KeyMacro Features: ￭ Mouse
bindings - change your mouse
bindings in any mouse and
Windows software. ￭ Hot Keys
- Change your keyboard
shortcut with the click of a
button. ￭ Hotkeys on keyboard
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- change your keyboard hot
keys with the click of a button.
￭ Mouse - change your mouse's
keyboard shortcuts with the
click of a button. ￭ Setting
manager - change your
keyboard shortcuts settings with
the click of a button. ￭ Folder
or shortcut to jump to - change
the shortcut and move through
your files with the click of a
button. ￭ Multi-platform
compatible - use it on
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Windows, Macintosh and
Linux. ￭ All versions of
Microsoft Office are supported.
Requirements: ￭ Windows 98,
2000 or XP ￭ 500 Mega Hard
Disk Limitations: ￭ Windows
95 and older operating systems
are not supported. Another
Feature to Watch: KeyMacro
continues to add more and
more features. If you've used
KeyMacro before, you've
probably already learned what's
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coming up next. If you haven't,
then you're in for a real treat.
One of the most exciting
features for KeyMacro is
scripting. Once you get used to
it, you'll probably find yourself
writing scripts and adding
scripts to KeyMacro. It's that
easy! It's really just a matter of
putting a few statements
together. You may have heard
rumors that they're working on
scripting. The good news is, it's
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true. There will be
documentation on how to add
your own scripts to KeyMacro
in the near future. With this
addition, you can take your
scripts and run them with
KeyMacro. That means you can
run scripts that allow you to
automate a task that would
normally be impossible to
accomplish 77a5ca646e
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DC-Art Millennium provides a
basic combination of filters that
may be used to clean up audio
recordings. The 2 most useful
filters are the Click & Hiss
Reduction filter and the NewClick/Hiss /Surface Noise
filter. Both of these filters were
inspired by customers requests
to DC-Art when we were
developing DC-Art. The Click
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& Hiss Reduction filter will
remove clicks, hiss, surface
noise and other disturbances.
Click and hiss reduction may be
applied on a file by file basis or
all files in a given folder can be
processed in one pass. The NewClick/Hiss/Surface Noise filter
will remove clicks, hiss, surface
noise, revving and other
artifacts, all with a single click.
The DC-Art DVD software
offers the complete audio
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enhancement package that any
serious audiophile will want to
have access to. This complete
package includes the Click &
Hiss Reduction Filter, NewClick/Hiss /Surface Noise
Filter and much more. The
DVD audio repair software also
includes a wide array of audio
signal processing tools which is
an essential element for the
complete audio restoration
solution. Audio Signal
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Processing tools: ￭ Adjust the
volume of your audio files. ￭
Change the balance between the
left and right channels. ￭
Renoise the audio to make the
audio sound clearer. ￭ The
Reverb tools used can vary
from a wide variety of reverb
types such as room, hall, plate
and chamber reverb. ￭ Chorus.
￭ Wide effect equalization
filter. ￭ Stereo wide
equalization. ￭ The audio Level
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Meters can be used to check the
level of the audio or to confirm
the level of the output of a
selected filter. ￭ The audio CD
burning software provides a
simple to use solution that
allows any user to burn audio
CDs. ￭ Audio CD creation can
be used to make your own
audio CDs or to burn your own
music to any audio CD (CD-R,
CD-RW, CD-RW DVD and
more). ￭ DC-Art also provides
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a full selection of mastering
plug-ins such as the mastering
compressor (The XCompressor), the stereo
limiting compressor (the XCompressor 2), the mastering
limiter (the N-Limiter), the XBias and X-Chroma equalizers.
If you have an Audio CD that
needs to be mastered
What's New in the DC-Art Millennium?

AudioManager Pro is the high20 / 29

performance multi-channel
audio processing software for
Windows, available as a standalone program or a plug-in for
the most popular music
applications. It is designed for
recording and production
applications and for
professional applications for
signal processing and multichannel recording. The main
advantages of this software are
an easy user interface and a
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powerful feature set.
AudioManager Pro can
perform an audio analysis of
individual channels and every
track of a multichannel file. It
can remove noise, clicks and
hum from any track of a multitrack file. Noise removal is
based on smoothing and
spectral filtering, while clicks
can be removed by subtracting
the waveforms of the individual
channels. There are various
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ways to combine the channels,
for example by combining the
channels as stereo and
surround, or by creating various
mixdowns. The result of every
noise reduction operation can
be saved as a new file, merged
into the original file or, if the
original was audio recording,
can be used as input for
automatic noise reduction using
the NoiseGuru technology. The
program can also perform multi23 / 29

channel recording of multitrack files and convert stereo
and surround formats into
various stereo and surround file
formats. You can create, save
and manage UIs for processing
parameters. You can define
various settings for different
tracks, apply UIs for further
editing or the creation of
separate variants, and save and
load these settings using the
File system. The number of
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output channels can be limited
to 1, 2 or even more. You can
also define an optional output
phase curve. The program is
equipped with two noise
reduction technologies, a high
performance proprietary
algorithm and, for a wide range
of files, NoiseGuru, a wellknown technology. The
program can also edit the
frequency response of the
individual channels. Features: ￭
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Multi-track file recording,
editing and processing. ￭
AudioAnalysis. ￭ Noise
reduction by smoothing and
spectral filtering. ￭ Clicks
removal by subtracting the
waveforms of the individual
channels. ￭ Windows Media
Player compatible UIs for
customizing audio settings. ￭
Supports almost any audio
format. ￭ Algorithms for
extracting audio data from
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media (no file size restrictions).
￭ MIDI input and output. ￭
MIDI learn-ability. ￭
Automatic gain control. ￭
Audio-MIDI-Xmit feature. ￭
Supports multiple file formats
(FLAC, APE, OGG, WAV). ￭
Save and process settings with
the built-in file system. ￭ Can
export/import settings. ￭ Can
be used as a plug-in for other
programs
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System Requirements For DC-Art Millennium:

Windows Vista or Windows XP
Intel or AMD CPU DirectX 9.0
1 GB RAM or more Game
video requirements: Standard
DVD (1080p) video is only
required for the single player
campaign. The following
requirements apply to the
online multiplayer and the
Zombie Apocalypse mode. Intel
and NVIDIA graphics card
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Intel HD 4000 or better AMD
HD 5000 or better OSDcapable receiver OSD Remote
Control Sub-optimal game
system: Resolution
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